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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

BILDERBERG GROUP:
‘Mass Invasion a Good Thing’
November 21, 2015 – freenations.net yesterday posted an article titled, “Merkel’s Gift
– The Paris Terror. They stated:
“At least two of the perpetrators of the Paris terrorist attack were migrants from Syria, let into Europe without
proper checks because of the uncontrolled wave of hundreds of thousands who responded to the open door
policy of Sweden and in particular Angela Merkel’s Germany.”
“The leader Abdelhamid Abaaoud boasted “my name and picture were all over the news yet I was able to stay
in their homeland plan operations against them and leave safely when doing so became necessary”. Abaaoud
travelled to Belgium posing as a refugee and crossed between countries without checks due to the Schengen
agreement between most EU states. Britain is not part of that agreement.”

And they continued...
"Both the EU and the IS “Caliphate” totally oppose nation states and national parliaments and the whole “naive”
anglo saxon idea of democracy and free trade. Both the EU and IS believe – as does the UN and that mad
corporatist Sir Peter Sutherland (now with the UN formerly an EU commissioner, a habitué of the
corporatist fascist Bilderberg Group, a director Royal Bank of Scotland which he helped to bankrupt
costing the UK hundreds of billions of pounds) that mass migration is a good thing."

[end quote]
The American Resistance Party accuses George Soros and his henchmen in the
Bilderberg Group of orchestrating a mass invasion of both Islamic hordes in the EU,
as well as the invasion of illegals into America. The OPEN BORDERS cabal has won!
###
If you’d like more information about this topic, or to schedule an interview with Mr. Edward C. Noonan, Founder and
National Committee Chairman: American Resistance Party, please call 530-777-3474 or email at:
ednoonan7@gmail.com Forward this email to 10 of your friends for a “free gift.” (bcc us for proof of your referral.) (free
gift = Mr. Noonan’s ebook "Chester Arthur - "1st Bogus POTUS" vs. The Death of America")
Permission to reprint in whole or in part is gladly granted, provided full credit is given.
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